
Transcript of February 6, 2024, meeting between Joshua Farinella, CEO JT, Vice 
President of Sales and Procurement Jacob Jose, and Director Thomas Jose

 [00:00] JT 
 And we are very confident. 

 [00:02] JT 
 That you are here to make money for the company. 

 [00:05] JT 
 To make money for the company in this business, you need control, you need [inaudible]  
management. You need Labor Management. You make sure that [inaudible] go away. 
You've  got to make sure there's no bulk. 

 [00:17] JT 
 So if five theories [inaudible] 

 [00:19] 
 And you're not a child. I know you're capable. 

 [00:22] JT 
 Take control. 

 [00:25] JT 
 And deliver. We have faith in you. 

 [00:28] JT 
 We have confidence in you. 

 [00:31] JT 
 And I will monitoring you. Definitely. I'll be monitoring your [inaudible] 

 [00:36] JT 
 And I'll be wondering all those stupidity on the on the groups. 

 [00:41] Jacob Jose 
 If we're looking at Josh every line we’re looking at it [inaudible] 

 [00:44] JT 
 I’m looking at it 

 [00:45] Jacob Jose 
 I see all the [inaudible] being packaged at [inaudible]. My blood is boiling. Shouldn’t be  
happening, but it’s happening. 

 [00:53] JT 
 For your official information we will give you an email tomorrow [inaudible] is gone. 
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 [01:35] JT Jose 
 I post that I have with you and Jacob and Thomas. 

 [01:43] JT Jose 
 You know the initial take is 

 [01:46] JT Jose 
 The pain hasn't gone away. 

 [01:49] JT Jose 
 [inaudible] 

 [01:52] JT Jose 
 I have brought you with high expectations, and we believe you, we still have a lot of trust in you. 

 [02:00] JT Jose 
 It's not that we could not find an Indian from the industry. 

 [02:05] JT Jose 
 While I trained you in in the US, 

 [02:09] JT Jose 
 I told you everything very clearly so that there is no question of anybody 

 [02:15] JT Jose 
 Trying to hide anything from anybody in efficiency and what… but still, things 

 [02:21] JT Jose 
 That a lot of things are worse actually in this country. 

 [02:24] JT Jose 
 But in the seafood industry is the first time that an expat has ever been brought 

 [02:29] JT Jose 
 to head an operation 

 [02:31] JT Jose 
 and you've been hired, not from [inaudible] 

 [02:35] JT Jose 
 You've been hired for [inaudible] 

 [02:38] JT Jose 
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 Thomas, you know a job. 

 [07:00] JT Jose 
 We want to empower you and this is a meeting to reassure you of our support for you. 

 [07:06] JT Jose 
 And to understand the same. 

 [07:09] JT Jose 
 Wavelength in terms of why we hired you. 

 [07:16] JT Jose 
 So I just thought I must 

 [07:19] JT Jose 
 you know, give you a heads up. 

 [07:22] Joshua 
 I I appreciate that. 

 [07:24] Joshua 
 Yeah, I appreciate that now. 

 [7:26] JT Jose 
 Yeah, I'll give you the time and Lead. 

 [07:29] 
 You know. 

 [07:31] JT 
 To get this under control, I brought you in. 

 [07:34] JT Jose 
 To take our pains away. But Jacob is not sleeping at night. I'm not sleeping at night. 

 [07:42] JT Jose 
 We may need to intervene and ask. 

 [07:46] JT Jose 
 Questions, like I need to correct the board yesterday 

 [07:49] Jacob 
 Josh, just to add on to what he is saying 
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with all office and supervisory staff from the factory
f. Seafood General Meeting (once a month) - Online and in Person with the MD

5. System IDs and Workflows:
a. NAV: Your NAV ID is already in place, trust the screen is also now aligned

with the brief given to the IT team basis the reports generated for my screen
b. VICI: I had already asked the IT team to create your vici ID, please confirm

this is done now. During the next two days, we e can review the workflows for
the unit to identify the ones which can be immediately assigned to you.

Best Regards,

Gaurav Rathore
Chief Operating Officer
Choice Canning Company, India,
(A division of CTCPL)







 
 
Estimated shipments from the actual purchase and Nov 23 shipment target:

 
 
Daily purchase Qty – Kgs by Location

 
Count Wise purchase details: by location








